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February 12 2004

Peter G. McCabe, Secretary VIA FAX: (202) 502-1755
Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
Washington, DC 20544

Subject: Comment on Proposed Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 32.1

Dear Mr. McCabe:

I have attached a copy of an editorial (CUnunpublished") that will appear in the Winter
2004 issue of the Green Bag, a law journal on which I serve as editor-in-chief.

The gist of the editorial is that while reasonable minds might differ on the important
issues of whether unpublished opinions are lawful under the U.S. Constitution and
whether they serve the interests of justice, those same minds will not be fooled by a
committee that fails to address those weighty issues and instead attempts to justify Rule
32.1 on the basis of unsubstantiated claims that: (I) "restricting the citation of
'unpublished' opinions may spawn satellite litigation" (the Committee cites no examples
of such litigation, despite the fact that restrictive rules have been around for a long time):
(2) "conflicting rules [between the circuits] have created a'hardship for practitioners"
(this time the Committee cites a couple of examples, but from state courts that would not
be covered by Rule 32.1); and (3) "game-playing should be reduced" (again, no
examples).

The Committee should be ashamed of itself for pushing judges to be publicly and (for all
practical purposes) precedentially accountable for the reasoning behind every decision,
while at the same time- failing to live up to that standard itself. Rule 32.1 might be the
right rule, but not for the transparently empty reasons given by the Committee. If the
Rule is to be adopted, it should only be on grounds that will support it.

Rcecffullyl

lRoss E. Davies
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0 crames Murray in his Scripworiunu

-i ~~~~UNUNPUBLISHED

ab brie e - - de r did RoposED) Federal Rule of Appellate
nor come ii nun lihood ~Procedure 32..1 ("Cizarion of Judicia
its bid ion inad ~tifl5 .5. Dispositions) reads as followg:

51 Y~~t I I W There ar o (a) Citation Permitted. No prohibition or
ph ga Mu~~rry wearing a restriction may be fimposedl upon the eiration

i h his be~~ardnfd I of judicial opinions, orders, judgments, or
o to tue in ta ~riume this other written dispositions that have been dies-

fit mSlhCignaced as 'unpt~blished7 'not for publication,
pleas hi'. sternZ "nonwprecedential: "hor precedenr,' or the likei

an .6';-, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ejsacarpohbtinor restriction is Sener-
ally imposed upon [he citation of au judiidul
opinions. orders, judgments. or other written
dispstos

(b) Copies Required. A parry who cites ajudi-
cilopinion, orderjudgmene, or other written

disposition that is not available in a publicly
* ~~~~~accessible jeltctronic database musc file and

serve it copy of that opinion, order, judgment.,
or other wricren disposition with the brief or
other paper in which it is itied,

The purpose of the proposed rule is to kill off
the practice in some Snieral appellate courts of
forbidding ciraion of unpublished opinions
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exccpt for their limited application to argu- vary in many respects other than their
ments about claim preclusion, issue predci- treatment of unpublished opinions) or that
sion, law of the case, double jeoparty, and the they cannot read the all-caps warnings that
like. There are large issues in play here - for appear on every unpublished opinion from
example, the constitutionality of a courts every jurisdiction, spelling our the relevant
refusal to treat unpublished opinions as rule. The Committee does cite one American
binding precedent, the efect on the adminis- Bar Association ethics opinion, but the -dnly
trarion ofjusice of the rising worldoads of the hardships discussed in that opinion were
federal courts, the pros and cons of variation imposed by state courts, where judges appear
in the rules of the federal jurisdictions - but to be more willing to sanction violations of
strangely, the o6ficial Coomnmttee Note rules limiting the use of unpublished opin-
provided by the Advisory Committee on ions. ABA Commr on ethics and ProfP
Appellate Rules explicitly declines to address Responsibility, Foral Op. g386R (9.95)

these issues, other than to pooh-pooh The only federal case cited by the
arguments about judicial workloads, The Committee, Hart v. Massanari, 266 F.3d ni5

Commitee' arguments on the merits - the (9th Cir. zoor), arose during the ferment
reasons why a national mandate to permit caused by Anastasoff V. nted StesS, 2.3 F.3d
citations to unpublished opinions is neces- 8g8, vacated as Moot On Aehg en bane, 235 F.3d
saqy - boil down to these: 1054 (8th Cir. 2ooo), and did nor result in

i. N"RIestrcting the citation of 'lnpublisbed' any hardship on anyone. In other words, the
opinions may spawn satellite litigation over whether only hardships identified by the Committee
a party's citation ofaparticular unpublisbed'opinion are beyond the reach ofthe proposed rule.
was appropriate. Tis satellite litigation would serve 3. 7[G]aae-playing should be reduced, as
little purpose, other than further to burden the attorneys who in thepast nmgbt have been tempted to
already overburdened courts of appeals.' The find a way to hint to a court that it has addressed an
courts of appeals' rules barring citation of issue in an 'unpublished' opinion can now dirrcty
unpublished opinions have been around fbr bring that 'utnpubihed' opinion to the courts
many years, and yet the Committee Note does attention, and the court can do whatever it wishes
nor contain even a single citation to such a case with that opinion. Yet again, the Committee
(published or unpublished). The Committee's provides no examples to support its concern -
back-of-tc~h-and -response to concerns about no cases, no briefs, no anecdotes.
judicial worldoads applies at least as well to the The bottom line- the Committee Noce
Committee's own concern about the appar- presents no evidence that the current stare of
ently non-existent satellite litigation: 'the sy affiirs, in which different federal courts of
has not fallen in those circuits.' appeals have different rules about the citation

Y '[Clonflicting rules [etween the circuits] of unpublished opinions, has hure anyone.
have created a bardshipfor practitioners, especialy Reasonable minds differ about whether the
those who practice in more than one circuit.' constitution does, or sound public policy
Again, no examples to support the Commit- should, permit courts to limit the use and legal
tee's concern - perhaps because there are no force of unpublished opinions. Ies too bad the
such hardships, or perhaps because self- Advisory Commuittee has done next to noth-
respecting lawyers are unwilling to admit that ing to address those differenocs. Most judges
they do not bother to study the rules of give better reasons for their decisions - at leas
jurisdictions in which they practice (which in their published opinions.
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